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Direct From the Source… 
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★ 400 million: Tweets per day 
★ 200 million: Monthly active users of the services on a 30-day 
basis 
★ 100 million: That figure a year ago 
★ 33,000: Tweets per second in Japan during New Years 
★ 6: Median number of brands users follow 
★ 95 : Public conversations about TV shows that happen on Twitter 
★ 80%: Users on mobile in the UK and Japan 
★ 78%: How much more likely mobile users are to retweet a brand 
★ 60%: Users on mobile in the U.S. 
★ 53%: Increase in purchase intent from users who saw a promoted 
tweet 
★ 50%: Super Bowl advertisers with hashtags in their commercials 
★ 50%: Americans who see, read or hear about a tweet every day 
★ 12%: Higher the click rate for brand tweets with price in whole 
dollars 
★ 17%: Higher the click rate for tweets with a question mark 
★ 1-3%: Engagement rates on Twitter ads 

-Twitter via Digiday, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Promoted tweets cost up to $200,000 a day. “Promoted Tweets,” the format the company describes as its “atomic unit” of its ad business, requires a lot of testing and experimentation, buying a trend for the day is a familiar concept for ad buyers.Anyone who logs on to Twitter for the day will see the promotion, which makes it roughly similar to a homepage takeover on Yahoo or YouTube – it’s a digital billboard.So who’s buying?A one-month survey, conducted by CNBC social media strategist Eli Langer, offers some clues. By Langer’s count, Twitter sold 26 promoted trends in the U.S. in the last 32 days — at rate-card prices, that $5.2 million, plus whatever the advertisers paid for in promoted tweets to support the campaign (bear in mind that Twitter sells trends in many other territories worldwide). Nearly half of those came from Big Media companies pushing movies and TV shows; another chunk came from food-and-beverage marketers. (AllThingsD 2013)



TWITTER IS A DINNER 
PARTY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
People always stand out – there’s winners and losers – there’s huge opportunities to network and accomplish goals but they have to be exploited in smart, authentic and original ways. “Breaking through the noise” is more important than ever. Don’t try too hard, don’t be too antisocial, don’t be fake. 
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WHO IS AN 
INFLUENCER? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. If you say you’re an influencer, you probably aren’t. 2. It’s about identifying the right influencer and engaging him or her in an authentic way. 



LISTEN + RESPOND 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brands don’t dictate the conversation – neither do you (McDonalds). Pick the right partners – the atlantic x scientology makes no sense. If you don’t listen, social will respond – the same way they took down mcdonalds and called out the Atlantic. (gawker and washpo)



IMAGINARY CASE STUDY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s say Gansevoort wanted their new website featured on HYPEBEAST. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BE AUTHENTIC. DON’T OVERTHINK.
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